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Introduction

I would like to express my thanks to SalemSaintRose for taking the time out of her 
life to do this AMA with Cuckold Chat. We all had a great time getting to spend the
hour with her asking her about all kinds of stuff!

What follows is the transcript of a special one hour AMA (Ask Me Anything) event
held on December 19th, 2020 with her in The Conversation Club Room of Cuckold 
Chat. Enjoy!

2020-12-19 23:02:27 wicked Welcome to cuckold chat @SalemSaintRose

2020-12-19 23:02:57 SalemSaintRose Thanks so much! ✨ ✨✨

2020-12-19 23:04:00 SalemSaintRose Excited to chat with y'all and hopefully answer some 

fun questions!

2020-12-19 23:06:18 pennguy What is the topic?

2020-12-19 23:06:21 wicked here are a couple premade questions to ask *posted a photo*

2020-12-19 23:06:25 wicked @pennguy its a live ama

2020-12-19 23:07:00 wicked @SalemSaintRose how did you get started posting pics on the 

internet

2020-12-19 23:08:25 SalemSaintRose I started stripping at 18 since I wanted fast cash, and 

after a few years of that I had a LOT of confidence I didn't really know what to do with.
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2020-12-19 23:08:29 Letsshare How long have you been creating content @SalemSaintRose

? And what is your preferred method?

2020-12-19 23:08:50 SalemSaintRose So I started getting into posting photos, and 

eventually onlyfans became a thing and bam.

2020-12-19 23:09:02 MysterMyst what got your attention here (here at this site), 

@SalemSaintRose ?

2020-12-19 23:09:23 SalemSaintRose I've been making content for a year in January!  

Started when I couldn't dance anymore due to COVID, it such down my club.

2020-12-19 23:09:38 SalemSaintRose I make pov content with a gopro and my bull.

2020-12-19 23:09:49 fernando22 Nice

2020-12-19 23:09:53 MarkJulie Good evening everyone

2020-12-19 23:10:09 wicked @SalemSaintRose what kind of content is your fav to shoot?

2020-12-19 23:10:12 MysterMyst heya, @MarkJulie

2020-12-19 23:10:26 SalemSaintRose Well I do enjoy the lifestyle a little bit, and was 

reached out to by @wicked to do this ama!

2020-12-19 23:10:54 SalemSaintRose I love making pov content, I've got a great ass so I 

love filming riding scenes on top of him

2020-12-19 23:11:08 SalemSaintRose
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2020-12-19 23:11:10 Moniekshubby @SalemSaintRose what's your favorite pet?

2020-12-19 23:11:24 MysterMyst well that's a cocky statement if I have heard one, 

@SalemSaintRose

2020-12-19 23:11:28 wicked @SalemSaintRose fuck yes!! like it says haha

2020-12-19 23:11:30 SalemSaintRose @Moniekshubby We talkin animals of people? 😛

2020-12-19 23:11:38 SalemSaintRose @wicked Correct answer!

2020-12-19 23:11:50 Moniekshubby @SalemSaintRose Both

2020-12-19 23:11:52 Pb @SalemSaintRose  would you say that is your best asset

2020-12-19 23:11:53 pennguy @SalemSaintRose what has been your wildest sexual 

experience ?

2020-12-19 23:11:56 SalemSaintRose @MysterMyst Something wrong with me knowing 

what I got?

2020-12-19 23:12:44 SalemSaintRose @Pb my best asset physically is my ass. But as far as 

skills go, I give a meaaan blowjob.

2020-12-19 23:12:50 fernando22 @salem whats your ideal setup ?

2020-12-19 23:13:20 SalemSaintRose @Moniekshubby I've got a friend Ally who's my little

pet, I play with her and my bull a lot.
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2020-12-19 23:13:27 MysterMyst Depends on what you make of the term "cocky" for yourself.

@SalemSaintRose

2020-12-19 23:13:52 Pb @SalemSaintRose  great combination!!!

2020-12-19 23:14:09 Ducati68 I agree .... ass is best feature ... but very pretty face too

2020-12-19 23:14:18 wicked @SalemSaintRose does ally ever join you along with your bull?

2020-12-19 23:15:10 SalemSaintRose @pennguy That's a tough one.... so many to choose 

from.  I'd say it's probably when my friend Pao and I met a guy at a bar last June, he was our 

bartender and he was SMOKIN. so we hung there all night and had a great time laughing it up 

with him and after he got off we went to an after hours spot and we fucked him out back 

together at like 4am

2020-12-19 23:15:30 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 elaborate please?               

2020-12-19 23:15:56 SalemSaintRose @Ducati68 thanks baby!  It’s all pretty nice

2020-12-19 23:16:09 pennguy @SalemSaintRose Pao is m or f?

2020-12-19 23:16:24 SalemSaintRose @pennguy Sorry, pao is f

2020-12-19 23:16:44 SalemSaintRose we like to go out and prowl for men together 

sometimes. I like to share

2020-12-19 23:16:51 marriedforever @SalemSaintRose as a single girl how did u get 

interested in cucking?
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2020-12-19 23:17:00 Ducati68 @SalemSaintRose ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍 ❤ 😍  ❤ 😍

2020-12-19 23:17:06 fernando22 People have a variety of ways to get them in the right mood.

Whats the most ideal way for you to get in the mood @salemSaintRose,

2020-12-19 23:17:22 wicked @SalemSaintRose what kind of toys are you interested in?

2020-12-19 23:17:52 SalemSaintRose @marriedforever Reddit mostly, I think that's where 

a lot of folks really discover their deeper interests. And so I found it easy to find guys to develop 

some sort of relationship with, and to then cuckold them

2020-12-19 23:18:02 SalemSaintRose @Ducati68               

2020-12-19 23:18:16 fernando22 @salem is there any sexual fantasy you have in which you 

have yet to enact?

2020-12-19 23:18:38 marriedforever @SalemSaintRose do you ever text a guy while your 

out meeting other guys, like hotwife texting ?

2020-12-19 23:19:16 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 oooh good one. I'm a big smoker, so I 

love to smoke with my partners And get really relaxed and comfortable, and man does weed 

make me horny. The best cure for dry mouth is a cock in your mouth.               

2020-12-19 23:20:29 SalemSaintRose @wicked truthfully I'm not a huuuuge toy person. I 

enjoy your classics like vibrators, and dildos, and butt plugs, but beyond that, I'm way more 

interested in having someone use their own body to please me.

2020-12-19 23:20:31 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose hahaha, good answer
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2020-12-19 23:21:14 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 Of course, I'm always coming up with 

new ones honestly haha.  When you reach your goals you gotta make new ones hehe

2020-12-19 23:22:42 wicked @SalemSaintRose do you have a fav genre of porn ?

2020-12-19 23:22:58 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 But more specifically, I've always kind 

of liked the idea of playing with ropes, I'd love to try that kind of bondage with someone who's 

experienced but I've yet to meet that person.

2020-12-19 23:23:19 MysterMyst What's your favorite dress-up when going out for the night, 

@SalemSaintRose ?

2020-12-19 23:24:28 fernando22 @salemSaintRose, which interests you more, being a sub or 

domme?

2020-12-19 23:25:15 SalemSaintRose @MysterMyst love this one. I tend to go pretty bare 

faced most days, so I love to pull out a bright red lip, throw on my "free drink jeans" as I call 

them (they make the  look reaaaal good), and a top that shows my midriff               

2020-12-19 23:26:05 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose so what kind of free drink would be your 

favorite? *cheers emoji*

2020-12-19 23:26:13 MassBJMilf @SalemSaintRose I'm buying all night doll 😎

2020-12-19 23:27:13 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 I'm definitely one to play both sides. 

I'm generally more submissive, but I do enjoy the "idea" of control, so I like to have my 

moments. There are some people I take a dominant roll with, like my friend ally who joins as a 

pet sometimes.

2020-12-19 23:27:34 MysterMyst Well well, @SalemSaintRose ... need pics as proof for this 

"real good" look.
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2020-12-19 23:27:54 SalemSaintRose @Fat Thor I'm a dirty Shirley girl! Tito's vodka, sprite,

and a splash of grenadine! It's pink like my pussy!

2020-12-19 23:28:05 SalemSaintRose @MassBJMilf  so kind!               

2020-12-19 23:29:00 JackL @SalemSaintRose any tips for telling my wife I want her to cuck 

me?

2020-12-19 23:29:10 SalemSaintRose Well it doesn’t take a pair of jeans to enjoy this.

2020-12-19 23:29:16 SalemSaintRose @MysterMyst ^

2020-12-19 23:29:36 fernando22 Wow, you were not kidding about that assssssssssssss s

2020-12-19 23:29:45 SalemSaintRose Can't find a photo fast enough of the pants unless i 

dig deep in the photos

2020-12-19 23:30:18 MysterMyst Doesn't qualify as "free drink jeans" I am sorry to say, 

@SalemSaintRose . Best that I got for it  is: "damn spankable ass" there.

2020-12-19 23:30:30 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose *clapping emoji*

2020-12-19 23:30:42 SalemSaintRose @JackL communication is everything. You should let 

her know you want the best for her, and that means the best everything, including pleasure. 

Angling it as something that also benefits her!

2020-12-19 23:31:22 MysterMyst It's okay, I like to think I am a patient guy

2020-12-19 23:31:28 Gentilflo Nice cumslut wife❤ 
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2020-12-19 23:31:30 JackL @SalemSaintRose Thank you very much!!

2020-12-19 23:32:30 fernando22 Where can one find your work @SalemSaintRose ?

2020-12-19 23:32:35 Gentilflo Like tributes?

2020-12-19 23:33:17 Ginalove69 @SalemSaintRose nice love the pic maid me *drooling 

emoji*

2020-12-19 23:34:35 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 you can find me here!

2020-12-19 23:34:51 SalemSaintRose https://onlyfans.com/salemsaintrose 

2020-12-19 23:35:22 SalemSaintRose Or on Reddit as @saleminthecity, but that's jusf 

where I tease and promote

2020-12-19 23:35:52 fernando22 If thata the teasee picture , then....wow               

2020-12-19 23:36:30 SalemSaintRose Good and obidiant

2020-12-19 23:36:55 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose nice and juicy too ;)

2020-12-19 23:37:05 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 Well thank you!

2020-12-19 23:37:51 SalemSaintRose Also you guys can follow me on IG @salemsaintrose 

but all my links will be posted at the end of the AMA for yall

2020-12-19 23:37:52 Tosplc Good thing Unclebull isn't here. Lol
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2020-12-19 23:37:55 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose you are welcome to come load/unload 

my dish washer as well 

2020-12-19 23:38:08 Fat Thor @Tosplc you got that right *lmao emoji*

2020-12-19 23:38:13 TR @SalemSaintRose that ass is hot and very spankable

2020-12-19 23:38:17 Ginalove69 Sexy pic

2020-12-19 23:38:27 SalemSaintRose @Fat Thor i like to clean up his apartment 

sometimes when we're done. I like to be a good cum slut and a little maid

2020-12-19 23:38:30 cuckyboy @SalemSaintRose welcome to this amazing community 

😘😘

2020-12-19 23:38:41 SalemSaintRose @cuckyboy thank you! ☺ 

2020-12-19 23:39:13 cuckyboy @SalemSaintRose good to know you love being a good 

cumslut love it 😍

2020-12-19 23:39:25 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose what are your limits while playing?

2020-12-19 23:40:20 Alphaman68 @SalemSaintRose beautiful ass but turn her and show her 

face

2020-12-19 23:40:30 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose been on a leash before?

2020-12-19 23:40:49 Fat Thor @Alphaman68 it is her
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2020-12-19 23:41:50 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 good question, but easier to answer 

more of what I'm into, than what I am not, being more submissive I like to be tied 

up/choked/leashed/generally dominated and owned, I love cumshots, swallowing, and 

creampies but dont looove facials.

2020-12-19 23:41:57 Ginalove69 @SalemSaintRose what are you bad at?

2020-12-19 23:42:11 SalemSaintRose @Alphaman68 go back and see all the photos I've 

already posted. And the links I've posted. This is my ama lol

2020-12-19 23:42:37 SalemSaintRose @Ginalove69 can you be more specific? I'm bad at 

opening cans, not sure if that's what you're looking for. Haha

2020-12-19 23:42:49 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose what vrought you to the name salem 

saint rose?

2020-12-19 23:43:28 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose do u play slave with a Master?

2020-12-19 23:46:12 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 FINALLY, always love this one. It's 

actually a couple things. Firstly, I'm one of those "woo woo" folks as people often like to refer to 

me down in the south, I'm a practicing Wiccan, it's a nature based religion. I use Salem in a lot of

my life as a pseudonym to kind of pay homage to the town itself that really inspired me growing 

up (I'm from the northeast and spend a lot of my time in Salem) and St Rose is a relatives 

maiden name that I really connect with.

2020-12-19 23:46:41 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 I don't go full slave mode, but I do 

have a bull who is very dominant.

2020-12-19 23:48:01 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose Is he your only bull or have there been 

others?
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2020-12-19 23:48:11 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose is it safe to say you have a plant?

2020-12-19 23:49:15 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 I've had one other before this. I'm 

kind of exploring a lot of parts of my sexuality the last few years and I'm still a baby in this world 

so to speak.

2020-12-19 23:49:24 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 I have many a plant               

2020-12-19 23:49:54 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose how long have you been in this lifestyle?

2020-12-19 23:50:05 Dr36 @SalemSaintRose my apologies for running late, thanks to 

@wicked for taking charge on this. @SalemSaintRose I hope our community has been treating 

you nicely?

2020-12-19 23:50:11 HenWalsh28 sorry if I missed it from earlier

2020-12-19 23:51:17 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 No worries! About a year and a half 

ago, I had a semi serious partner who expressed interest bc he knew I was already comfortable 

with threwsomes and general sharing

2020-12-19 23:51:31 SalemSaintRose @Dr36 I've been having a great time, thanks for 

being so courteous!

2020-12-19 23:52:36 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose Oh, I see. Nice, lots of things to explore 

then! *righteous emoji

2020-12-19 23:52:50 SalemSaintRose We've got about 10 minutes left yall, rapid fire hit 

me with em!  As a gift for y'all for being so nice ...
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2020-12-19 23:52:54 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose so is there a good chance we may see 

you visiting this site again? 8-)

2020-12-19 23:53:31 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose prefer anal or vaginal?

2020-12-19 23:53:31 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose favorite position

2020-12-19 23:53:38 SalemSaintRose @Fat Thor I was totally unaware of this site before 

jusf a few days ago I look forward to coming back

2020-12-19 23:53:43 TR @SalemSaintRose most sensitive body part during play?

2020-12-19 23:53:58 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose hot or cold water

2020-12-19 23:54:02 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose great. I'm sure that will make a lot of 

people happy *cheers emoji*

2020-12-19 23:54:20 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 @HenWalsh28 I prefer vaginal, I do 

anal with more committed partners than casual partners where I can feel more relaxed. My fav 

position is reverse cowgirl

2020-12-19 23:54:42 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose is there a story behind the "fuck yes/or 

no" tattoo?

2020-12-19 23:54:44 SalemSaintRose @TR my Neck and chest area. I love being nibbled on

2020-12-19 23:55:32 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose do you have a size preference?

2020-12-19 23:56:39 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose degree of moaning
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2020-12-19 23:56:47 SalemSaintRose @Fat Thor yes! Its a lot less sexual than it looks. I got

it there because I was still not that tattooed at the time and didn't want swear words anywhere 

visible on me. I knew it'd look sexual in this position but that made it work on two levels because

men in the strip clubs loved it. Either way, it's a mantra. Things in your life should either be a 

fuck yes or no. If you don't FUCK yes wanna be with your partner, if should be a no, your career 

path? You should be like FUCK yeah! Your friendships? A fuck yeah! No fake shit here.

2020-12-19 23:58:00 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 I'm not a horse cock girl. Shit hurts. I 

don't need 12 inches and a coke can girth to get off. Just lick this clit cmon. I like a nice thick solid

handful and about 7-9 inches. Ala this I sent earlier.

2020-12-19 23:58:02 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose that's awesome *cheers emoji*

2020-12-19 23:58:14 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 Oh ya girl ain't quiet               

2020-12-19 23:58:23 Dr36 Ladies & Gents, before we begin to wrap up in the next few 

minutes, I'd like to take a moment to extend my thanks to @SalenSaintRose for taking time out 

of her schedule to do this AMA with us. She was AWESOME! If you want to know more about 

her and see her content, I strongly encourage you to check her out at: https://www.reddit.com/

user/Saleminthecity  and https://onlyfans.com/salemsaintrose 

https://twitter.com/salemsaintrose and https://www.instagram.com/salemsaintrose/ 

2020-12-19 23:58:51 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose hahaha

2020-12-19 23:59:00 usaswingers I want to ask

2020-12-19 23:59:20 SalemSaintRose @Dr36 thank you all SO much for having me, I'm 

having a great time so I'm gonna stick around for a few more minutes               

2020-12-19 23:59:25 SalemSaintRose @usaswingers yes?
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2020-12-19 23:59:48 Dr36 @SalemSaintRose You're more than welcome and encouraged to 

stay around as long as you like . The pleasure is all ours

2020-12-19 23:59:55 Ducati68 Thank you               

2020-12-20 00:00:29 RamblingRacoon @SalemSaintRose thanks for the AMA!

2020-12-20 00:00:38 wicked thank you for joining us @SalemSaintRose

2020-12-20 00:00:54 SalemSaintRose Thank you! Y'all check out my Reddit for fun pics and

teasers of my onlyfans content. My OF is no ppv, your sub price gets you aaaall my full length 

stuff. It's solo, boy/girl, creampies, anal, bjs, and lots of tasty photo sets!

2020-12-20 00:00:59 usaswingers Why wife want to be slut any tips

2020-12-20 00:01:03 SalemSaintRose @RamblingRacoon loved being here!

2020-12-20 00:01:44 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose thanks for dropping by, hope to see you 

again here sometime!

2020-12-20 00:01:45 fernando22 @SalemSaintRose thank you for answering questions, and if

those are yoyr teasers, than i think i got to drink some water on imagining whats in your 

onlyfansssssssssssss s

2020-12-20 00:01:55 SalemSaintRose @usaswingers A little vague, but is encourage her to 

maybe start small online (considering covid and all) and maybe have her talk to some guys, 

exchange naughty pics, and see where that takes you guys!
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2020-12-20 00:02:53 SalemSaintRose @fernando22 oh I don't play! I love to have fun, and 

this is just the tip of the iceberg! It's definitely worth it and i love to talk to all my fans on there, 

and encourage y'all to reach out!

2020-12-20 00:02:58 usaswingers @SalemSaintRose  she say women need more than one dick

to keep her happy

2020-12-20 00:03:06 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 Thanks so much for all your great 

questions.

2020-12-20 00:03:40 SalemSaintRose @usaswingers For many woman, it's true. I know I 

enjoy having the option to have a different meal               

2020-12-20 00:03:53 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose thank you for answering them. Hope 

none of them came out stupid or annoying.

2020-12-20 00:04:11 usaswingers @SalemSaintRose she say her boss want to fuck her

2020-12-20 00:04:28 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 not at all, this is the right place to be 

for questions it's an AMA!

2020-12-20 00:04:53 HenWalsh28 @SalemSaintRose :-*

2020-12-20 00:05:24 SalemSaintRose @usaswingers Well then there's the door, just walk 

through! Depending on whether or not you would like to be present, invite him over, or send her

over there to his place and let them spend some time together.

2020-12-20 00:06:38 usaswingers @SalemSaintRose wife said if I used her pussy smartly many

things can happen
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2020-12-20 00:07:20 Fat Thor RIP @usaswingers *lmao emoji*

2020-12-20 00:07:25 SalemSaintRose Lol

2020-12-20 00:07:46 wicked @SalemSaintRose he gets the oh no! from your leg haha he was a 

previous banned user sorry you had to witness that

2020-12-20 00:07:51 Fat Thor Did you do that @wicked ? *lmao emoji*

2020-12-20 00:07:52 SalemSaintRose Shame shame               

2020-12-20 00:08:06 SalemSaintRose heheheh

2020-12-20 00:08:44 HenWalsh28 damn, what did he do? or how did he sneak in lol

2020-12-20 00:09:09 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose we have a very good mod and 

community here. Fakes and degenerates get shown the door really fast *lmao emoji*

2020-12-20 00:09:40 SalemSaintRose @Fat Thor I like the fast and swift justice!               

2020-12-20 00:09:44 HenWalsh28 usually there are more people here in the room, but Europe

is sleeping so, it's only half the people now.

2020-12-20 00:10:09 SalemSaintRose @HenWalsh28 Well I had a lovely time.

2020-12-20 00:10:12 SalemSaintRose nontheless
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2020-12-20 00:11:06 SalemSaintRose Goodnight all, I appreciate the kindness! Thank you 

all for being such a delight! ✨ ✨✨

2020-12-20 00:11:29 Fat Thor @SalemSaintRose thank you and goodnight *cheers emoji*

2020-12-20 00:12:13 SalemSaintRose @Fat Thor pleasures all mine 😘

This marks the end of the AMA event. If you want to know more about 
SalemSaintRose, go here and you’ll have all the information you need:

https://www.reddit.com/user/Saleminthecity

 https://onlyfans.com/salemsaintrose

 https://twitter.com/salemsaintrose

 https://www.instagram.com/salemsaintrose/

Here’s the AMA proof pic:
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